[Responses of sensorimotor and visual cortical neurons to light in rabbits with a hidden focus of excitation in the CNS (defensive dominanta)].
In the sensorimotor cortex of rabbits with a hidden focus of excitation in the CNS, the firing rate of neurons that responded to light was significantly lower (p = 0.01) than the firing rate of neurons that did not respond to light. The same phenomenon was observed in the visual cortex of intact rabbits. Both in intact rabbits and animals with the hidden focus of excitation, 36% of neurons in the sensorimotor responded to a nonspecific for them light stimulation. In the sensorimotor cortex of rabbits with the hidden focus of excitation, more (p = 0.01) neurons responded to light with the latency lower that 100 ms and less (p = 0.02) neurons responded to light with the latency from 200 to 300 ms as compared to intact animals. In the visual cortex of rabbits with the hidden excitation focus, less (p = 0.01) neurons responded to light stimulation with the latency from 50 to 100 ms as compared to intact rabbits.